THE WORLD OF

Token Ecosystem

What is Agareum?
Agareum is an online cryptocurrency multiplayer gaming
platform enabling users to play against each other in a
head-to-head battle for various tokens which can be picked
up during each game. The arena represents a petri dish
where cells navigate around various obstacles to absorb
each other to accumulate each others tokens. Players are
provided an opportunity to play to fill their bags through
competitive blockchain casual gaming.

What is AGR?
The AGR token enables a host of ecosystem utilities allowing avid,
competitive gamers to enjoy further platform benefits. The AGR token offers
access to future platform features as well as in-game extras, such as
custom skins and game play boosting. In order to gain access to upcoming
Gamedrops™, we have created a tiered staking mechanism that enables access
to additional gameplay functions and discounted access to third-party
Gamedrops™.
The AGR ecosystem will grow as we add new game modes, and new features on
the platform. AGR opens the doors to all Gamedrops™, ultimately opening
doors to plenty of fun, exciting opportunities to challenge other players
and fill your bags!
Each user has a native in game wallet that will be used for receiving,
storing or withdrawing your tokens. The ERC-20 compatible wallets will be
used to store loads of various tokens from the Gamedrops™, which can further
be withdrawn into an external ERC20 wallet at a later stage.
Agareum has a unique distribution structure that slowly “drips” tokens
releases as required by the players for games played. The total in game
allocation of 55% will be released with 1% at a time, starting with the first
20 AGR Gamedrops™.
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What is a Gamedrop™?
A Gamedrop™, or gamified Airdrop, takes the concept of an airdrop one step further. The process
of creating true and authentic community members
is based on their commitment to go that extra
mile. We have essentially developed a two-sided online multiplayer marketplace between projects and bounty hunters, where projects are able
to expand their communities in a fun and engaging
manner, while community members are provided an
addictive and appealing gaming environment where
they are able to play against each other headto-head, and collect the tokens provided by these
projects during actual game play.

How a Gamedrop™ works?
Blockchain or Crypto projects/companies allocate
tokens to our platform, and with that we schedule
a certain number of games using our different game
modes. Once a Gamedrop™ begins you will be able to
login, and play against other players while picking up that project’s tokens along the way. Just
like Airdrops, Gamedrops™ allow a limited number of
tokens and so it is up to you how many games you
participate in to fill your bags.
GAMEDROP™ #1

Project:

Agareum

Ticker:

AGR

Number of Tokens:

10,000,000

Tokens per Game:

2,500

Number of Games:

4,000

Third Party Gamedrop’s™
Coming Soon
A third party Gamedrop™ (gamified airdrop) is when a
project utilises the Agareum platform and infrastructure to distribute tokens. We invite projects to distribute via our platform and allow us to structure a
campaign for marketing and PR support. Alleviate the
stress with a trusted distribution team and claim the
badge of innovative community engagement.
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Agareum Token
Symbol

Total Supply

AGR

Price

1,000,000,000

$0.005c

Reserve

15%

Fundraising

10%

In-game

55%

Airdrop/Bounty

5%

Company

Partners

10%

5%

Token
Allocations

Percentage

Division

10%

Fundraising

10%

Company

100,000,000

55%

In-Game

550,000,000

5%

Airdrop/Bounty

50,000,000

5%

Partners

50,000,000

15%

Reserve
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Token Amount
50,000,000

150,000,000

AGR Token and Ecosystem
Players must accumulate and stake/hodl AGR tokens in order to gain access
to platform features, but more importantly the upcoming Gamedrops™. Our
staking model requires low, but consistent requirement of games to be played
by platform users in order to qualify for more Gamedrops™, as more in-game
tokens are released.
The AGR token will be used across the platform for various purchases,
transactions and entry to events such as Gamedrops™ but it’s primary utility is
to be used as a staking mechanism for access as displayed in the below diagram.

USE

HODL/STAKING

In-Game Purchases

Gamedrop™ Priority List

Extras

Access to Third-party Gamedrops
Test New Features
Premium Skins
Badges
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TRADE
Exchange Trading

In Game Token Distribution
Agareum will be running Gamedrops™ of its native token AGR. The initial 10%
will be released over the next few months, with the outstanding balance
being released as required on the platform. 55% has been allocated to INGAME Distribution across the following game modes:

Token Death match (currently activated for players)
GAMEDROP™ #1

Project:

Agareum

Ticker:

AGR

Number of Tokens:

10,000,000

Tokens per Game:

2,500

Number of Games:

4,000

FFA - Free for all game mode (COMING SOON)
Additional game modes to be released over the coming months:

Last cell standing
Token Speed Feast
Token Team attack
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Gamedrop™Schedule
The first Gamedrop™ of official AGR tokens will start with 1% of supply. We
will use the data collected for this Gamedrop™ to determine the rollout of
future games, that makes sense to the token ecosystem
After the initial 10% has been distributed/won, the next set of AGR
Gamedrop’s™ will continue. Token allocations, number of games and game fees
will be determined Gamedrop™ by Gamedrop™ that makes the most sense for the
ecosystem.
We will assess the data and run the next 10 games drops according to
our research and understanding of the optional fees, staking and games
requirements.

Gamedrop™ #

% of Supply

No. Tokens

Token per game

Number of games

Game Fee

Stake/HODL
Required

1

1%

10,000,000

2500

4000

0 AGR

0 AGR

2

1%

10,000,000

TBC

TBC

0 AGR

0 AGR

3

1%

10,000,000

TBC

TBC

0 AGR

0 AGR

4

1%

10,000,000

TBC

TBC

0 AGR

0 AGR

5

1%

10,000,000

TBC

TBC

0 AGR

0 AGR

6

1%

10,000,000

TBC

TBC

0 AGR

0 AGR

7

1%

10,000,000

TBC

TBC

0 AGR

0 AGR

8

1%

10,000,000

TBC

TBC

0 AGR

0 AGR

9

1%

10,000,000

TBC

TBC

0 AGR

0 AGR

10

1%

10,000,000

TBC

TBC

0 AGR

0 AGR

As the platform evolves and scales, we will create an ecosystem of two-way
liquidity for gamers to win tokens and claim them instantly, as well as use
your AGR tokens to purchase in-game items, skins and soon a plethora of
potions and gear to hyper-accelerate your skills and results! Tokens will
always be required to stake, therefore accessing new Gamedrops™, so the more
you play, the more you stake, the more you get, happy gaming!
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